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Ephesians 6:13

noun: armour  // the metal coverings worn by soldiers or warriors to protect the body in battle.

Wherefore take unto you the whole 
armour of God, that ye may be able 
to withstand in the evil day, and having 
done all, to stand.



The best offense is a good defense.

As the Second Coming of the Savior grows nearer, the battle we fight against the 
adversary grows more intense. Though we know who the ultimate victor will be, 
we have been taught and admonished to remain defensive and stalwart. We will 
see casualties and experience failure, but we can still stand our ground and 
protect our souls and our families.

If we take upon us “the whole armour of God,” we can remain strong through 
anything life throws at us.

Examples of article and story topics for this issue:

+ Personal instances of being protected by the “Armour of God”

+ Literary analysis of the significance between the physical piece of armor and 
   what it protects, spiritually

+ How to protect and defend each of the five relationships (God, Me, Us, Family,   
   Community)

+ The forms of spiritual battle we are currently facing, and how we can fight and 
   withstand

+ What special role to women play as defenders?

Other examinations and interpretations of the theme “Armour of God” are 
welcome. Please submit your work, finished or unfinished, if you think it 
might support this theme!

Submission Inspiration: 
Articles, Essays, and Personal Storiess
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This issue will portray war and victory, both physical and 
spiritual. The images of medieval battle—metal armor, swords, 
fallen enemies on dirt ground—are all representative of 
spiritual counterparts. If you closely crop the images of war 
and triumph, you see details of care and workmanship: chain 
mail, coats of arms, fine metalsmithing, hours of sword and 
horse practice. We want to portray the spiritual battle we are 
currently fighting, the royalty for Whom we fight, and the 
victorious outcome that has been written. 

If you feel you have a photograph (original or perhaps 
vintage), illustration, sketch, painting, mixed media or 
digital art that matches our style guide, please submit 
your work! All accepted submissions are compensated.

Submission Inspiration:
Art, Photography, and Imagery
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Key Words/Elements
+ Strong metals like silver, brass, bronze, and steel

+ Metalics, gold leaf, gradients, or metal textures

+ Earth tones and textures reminiscent of a battlefield

+ Women standing in strength and triumph

+ Intricate cropped details of battle garb such as chain mail, 
   dragon scales, braids, etc.

+ Fraktur, Old Germanic typeface

+ Coat of arms or custom armour details 

+ Bold, modern serif font

+ Pops of bright orange and dark royal purple, used as accents

+ Other images of strength and resistance, such as stone walls 
   and fortresses, shields, and shelters of safety


